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The cover is what my friend would call awkward, but when she read it she absolutely loved it!

Reincarnation by Suzanne Weyn is about two people who have gone many names, May and Kye, Bert and Delilah, Lou and John, Elizabeth and Brian, to name a few whose paths cross year after year, decade after decade, century after century, generation after generation. From prehistory when May and Kye fight over a green stone, to modern New York when Samantha and Jake see an exhibit on emeralds at the American Museum of Natural History. From ancient Greece when Hyacinth receives a pair of green earrings from Artem, to Paris in the 1930s when Bert sends Delilah a message for the British Intelligence using the hint “Emerald Collar”.

Again and again through history the two soul mates meet again and again, but how can the two lovers be together when freak accidents keep happening. May and Kye die fighting for a rock, Bert falls off a building, Louisa (or Lou) dies of ruptured appendix, and many more ways happening. Can the couple survive the Civil War, slavery in ancient Egypt, the Salem Witch Trials, and much more? And will Sha and Lanar (Prehistory), Zoe and Chris (modern day), Lenny and Yvette (1930s) to name a few of there names stop trying to get one half of the soul mates. Both are manipulative, Lenny wants Delilah and Yvette wants Bert, Sha wants Kye and Lanar wants May, etc.

This book may seem somewhat hard to understand at first, but once you understand the format it is really easy. I would recommend this book for kids about 5th grade and up. This book can probably be enjoyed by boys and girls because it is told from both Tetisheri and Taharaq’s (ancient Egypt) point of view. This is a really, really, really great book! And also it mentions pretty green rocks a lot, a lot a lot, a lot a lot a lot! As my friend said and I quote about the book

“OK
I WONDER Y DA CIVER HAS KISSING DAN VER Y WEIRD I ES IN ATHENS BUT I'M GONNA READ MORE 2NIGHT
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YAH I'M GOING VERY SLOW
IDK Y
BUT IT'S A GOOD BOOK
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oh and by the way, sorry about the typos in that quote, she typed it on e-mail. So if you want a translation of what she said here it is:

“OK
I wonder why the cover has kissing. Then very weird. I'm in Athens but I'm going to read more tonight
*Lots of smile faces*
Haha
Yeah I'm going very slow
I don't know why
But it's a good book
*More smile faces*
Anyway! Go read the book....now! hee hee. But really, you should go read it now! Because it rocks! Mmchikalay. Bai 😊 enjoy!